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Medicare Open Enrollment:  Imperative To Review Now 
 

CRANSTON, RI – November 7, 2017  
Be Smart:  This year it is more important than ever to check out Medicare healthcare coverage during 

Medicare Open Enrollment now underway until December 7th. 

Financing your retirement is at stake.    

There are many changes, continued cost increases, and several possible future changes for potential 

healthcare reforms.  At the same time, lifetime expectancy continues to increase.  This is an opportunity to 

learn how all of these changes affect you and gives you the opportunity to explore your options and make 

changes to your 2018 healthcare plan. These assessments are imperative for safeguarding your retirement 

years. 

Here are five steps you should take to secure your financial longevity: 

1. Do a realistic check on your current and possible future healthcare. You may be in excellent health 

today, but heath issues could arise in the next few years or perhaps the next 20 years.  Your 

health concerns are specific to you so “Be Your Best Advocate.”  An annual checkup of your 

Medicare plan is a MUST. 
 

2. Review your specific healthcare needs…upcoming surgeries, specific medical conditions, etc.  Do 

these needs match up to your current Medicare plan coverage?  Determine if it is necessary to 

expand your coverage and upgrade your plan to cover these healthcare needs.  If minimal health 

issues or no health issues, you could possibly eliminate or reduce your coverages to keep dollars 

in your pocket for costs that may not be covered by your plan.  
 

3. Estimate the total costs to you of your current plan - not just your specific premium costs for 

Medicare Parts A, B, C and D but all anticipated co-pays, deductibles and coinsurance.  Be sure 

to include the cost of anticipated services as well that may not covered.   

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

4. Determine how much you can afford for healthcare now and in the future based on estimated 

retirement cash flow. This determination is based on how you balance healthcare costs with all 

other daily or monthly expenses.  Do your healthcare costs fit in your retirement budget?  
 

5. Determine what adjustments might be needed.  First and foremost, # 1 healthcare needs = # 2 

your plan coverage.  Do # 3 costs = # 4 affordability.  For example, based on healthcare concerns 

do they fit your current plan and are they actually covered?  If so, how much do your current 

healthcare needs cost in your existing plan?  How much are your living expenses?  Based on your 

existing retirement cash flow (budget), can you afford these healthcare costs? Do these costs 

allow for you to also afford your living expenses?  

Take advantage of Medicare Open Enrollment and let us help you to explore plan options and make the best 

choices for your Medicare Plan and any needed adjustments. Now is the time to make sure that you have 

the most cost effective plan.   

Establish a tentative Plan B in case future estimates are incorrect. Determine what corrective action you can 

take in the next 12 months to address your changing healthcare needs or other unexpected issues that affect 

your retirement cash flow.    

The cost of healthcare today is an increasingly major part of your retirement budget based on the many cost 

factors in your retirement plan. Today, healthcare costs average more than 1/3 of individual retirement 

budgets.  Accordingly, astute anticipation of healthcare costs and avoidance of unnecessary costs has 

become as important to retirement planning as optimization of income and tax reduction. 

Do not be discouraged, you are not alone.  Many are confused by Social Security, CMS, and Medicare’s 

moving parts.  Confusion continues due to the language tangles and government gobbledygook. Simpler 

translations and explanations are available to you. 

This is your time to take control of your healthcare needs and your retirement cash flow to ensure financial 

longevity.  Your time in making sound Medicare decisions is well spent to protect your financial security and 

retirement goals. 

 


